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Headteacher's Welcome

A

s parents may be aware, following the publication and subsequent announcement by
the Secretary of State for Education, schools will be reopening to all year groups from
September. Our schools will look and work very differently I expect, as the guidance will
continue to place restrictions on many aspects of school life.

M r J B ritton
H eadteacher

I am conscious parents and our children will want, understandably, amongst all the headlines
and media stories, to hear how Woldgate School will be seeking to make the necessary changes
to keep children and colleagues safe.

We recognise that urgency but would also ask for your patience and understanding. We have through this
crisis sought to act with great care, considering all the issues, before undertaking detailed planning. Matters
that involve the health of children and colleagues should be dealt with in such a manner.
This process continued yesterday, with the revised publication of the existing guidelines and a completely
new set of guidance for September. Over the next few days, our Charitable Trust, Governing Body and schools,
including Woldgate, will be formulating those proposals with the intent of sharing these with parents at the
earliest opportunity.
I know some parents will be keen for their child to return, while others may still be anxious. As a parent
myself, I expect we share many emotions, from wanting to see our child learning, with friends and happy in
school, while also being aware of the recent headlines as transmission rates have increased in parts of the
country.
We will, therefore, as the teachers of your children do our very best, as we want our community to be safe,
for your child to be happy and however hard your child has worked under your home tutoring - we understand
that remote learning can never replace the experience of being with your teacher in the classroom, in school.
For our ‘key worker’ children who have been in school throughout lockdown, we know in September, they
will also need our continued care and support, while you continue to undertake your critical care work. As
we plan, all these factors are very much in mind, especially for those children who will now be taking their
examinations at the end of the academic year.
If the announcement from the Government does raise queries or cause anxiety, then please contact our
school using the numbers provided in this newsletter – our Care and Achievement Co-ordinators will work
hard to liaise with colleagues and myself. We are not medically trained, nor would we as professionals seek
to comment on the current guidance, but as teachers we know our responsibilities, as we have throughout
this crisis and we will continue to try our hardest for you and your child.
Finally, I would like to thank you for your support. The kind telephone calls, emails and letters have meant
a huge amount. It has been an exceptionally difficult time for our children, parents and colleagues and it
truly inspires when, in the midst of a crisis, people take a few moments to show kindness and to empathise,
however difficult their own situation – thank you.

‘Everything you do should be worthy,
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L

ast week I wrote about the joy of welcoming students in Year 12 back into school and
this week I feel I cannot miss this opportunity to also express my delight in welcoming
children from Year 10. My colleagues and I have made a point of visiting each classroom
each day to speak to children and to supervise their breaks in the classroom.

M r G Davies

This is a challenging time for us all and so many Year 10 pupils let me know that they had
appreciated the opportunity to first come into school to speak to members of my team
to discuss their experiences at home and their feelings about returning to the classroom.
This week I believe that Year 10 pupils also found it therapeutic to be able to share common experiences
face-to-face with their peers. I understand that pupils are, in their own way, coming to terms with and
articulating their own experiences of lockdown. I heard stories of queues outside shops, of finding novel
ways to pass the time indoors, of the joy of being able to visit relatives recently, but also of strong
feelings over what has been a very strange and difficult event in their lives.
Head of School

Given how challenging these times have been, it was perhaps surprising to hear pupils exchanging positive
stories about lockdown. Nonetheless, there were many pupils who wished to share such experiences: the
young man who talked to us about a four-tonne dump truck that he has been repairing and restoring with
his father, a student who has recorded a collection of their own songs across three instruments, memories
of backyard camping, mural painting, breaking personal bests in running and cross country, new authors
discovered, volunteer work, and amateur film making. Outside of these particular experiences, however,
most pupils also talked about the pleasure and value of spending time together as a family: being closer
during this time of crisis.
Our Care and Achievement Coordinators continue to support you and your children at this time. For Years
7 and 8, Mr Elwers is available on 07790 351283, for Year 9 Miss Black on 07980 702715, for Years 10 and
11, Mrs Wright on 07790 351281, and for Sixth Form Mrs Bourne is on 07790 351276. These colleagues
have worked tirelessly alongside us through lockdown to make contact with children and families.
Fundamentally, no matter how your children have spent lockdown it is most heartening to hear that they
are safe and well. It was inspiring to see pupils speaking so openly with each other, even perhaps with
children outside of their normal friendship groups. We are, after all, one community. As Mr Britton has
outlined, the Department for Education have confirmed their intent to support schools in welcoming
back all children in September. This is wonderful news and I would like to assure you that our planning
will have the safety and wellbeing of this community at its core.
I am very aware that some members of our school – those in Year 13 and some of our Year 11 – will by
next year have moved on to the next stage of their adventure after Woldgate. I look forward to the day
when the relaxing of restrictions allows us to meet them face to face, wish them the best and celebrate
their time with at Woldgate. We will make contact shortly to share our results day arrangements and our
hopes for a suitable reunion when circumstances will allow it.
I wish you and your family the very best.

of great merit, character and value.’
Friday 3rd July 2020
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Spotlight On The Social Sciences
A Levels
‘E-Day’ was a name I gifted to 23rd March 2020, the day when all students, parents and teaching staff saw
traditional education change, for at least the foreseeable future. ‘E’ signifying electronic, to represent
our current mode of teaching and learning.
At this time, the Year 12 Psychology students had just started a module on attachment, Year 12 Business
students were poised to start business failure and the Year 12 Sociology students were looking at the
concept of the family. Although their subject content was diverse, they shared the same anxieties and
concerns about what would happen next. We couldn’t answer this but we could reassure them that we
would carry on as normal and on Monday 26th March, we started our ‘E-journey’ together.
Over the past weeks, student have astounded us with their resilience, their progress and their positivity. Yes, I am sure we will all agree we have had peaks and troughs. When we think we are on top of
everything, only to find that all our well laid plans are displaced by something we hadn’t quite anticipated.
So, in this article I wanted to share some of their wonderful achievements over the last few weeks. In
Psychology, the students have now completed all of their attachment module, sat an online mock, where
they excelled, watched documentaries, taken additional Open University courses, almost perfected
their essay skills, participated virtually with other students on a research topic, looking at the effects of
owning a pet on stress levels or whether age influences your dreams, completed Seneca online learning
tasks and much, much more. They have produced some great visual pieces of work. My favourite which I
would like to share with you, is their task where I asked them to use animals to show types of attachment
behaviours, which I am sure you will agree are very appealing.
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Meanwhile students have nearly finished all their Year 12 Business Studies content. They have learnt about
everything from why businesses fail, to how to increase your productivity, the role of Kaizen and reducing
Muda (waste), they have examined competitive markets the role of the CMA, the current legislation that
impacts businesses and the external economic environment. They have watched videos on some of the
most famous environmental disasters such as Deepwater Horizon and Bhopal, written dozens of answers
for case studies, exam papers and lots more.

In Sociology, students have completed their work on the families and households unit. We took some
time to explore how the current lockdown might affect family life and how concepts we’ve studied
around modern childhood, such as the impact of ‘too much screen time’ and ‘helicopter parents’ might be
exaggerated at this time. I asked Sociology students to design a cereal box based on the concept of the
"Cereal Packet Family" a term used by Oakley to describe the image of the nuclear family that is often used
in advertising campaigns. They included criticisms of this "ideal" family type from Feminist and Marxist
perspectives. Some students really rose to the creative challenge and examples of their work are pictured
below.
Students have also consolidated their knowledge of research methods with a focus on covert participant
observations and a chance to look at some documentaries and case studies in more detail than we might
have during traditional lessons. We have recently made a start on the crime and deviance unit and I
look forward to a time when we can discuss, as a class, the changes that have occurred in our society
recently around what is considered both criminal and/or deviant. Who would have previously thought that
sunbathing in a park or driving to visit family could have been considered a crime!? The impact of the Black
Lives Matter movement also makes this an interesting time for sociologists and now more than ever it is
important for our Sociology students to engage with the news from a variety of outlets.

This article is partly to let you know what some of our students in the Sixth Form have been up to, but it
is also meant to be a celebration of their success. On the 22nd June we returned to a more blended style
of learning, or as I prefer to call it, the bricks and clicks model and I am sure we are looking
forward to seeing each other again, even more often in September.
Miss Russell and Mrs McDaid
Friday 3rd July 2020
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LOWER SCHOOL

Mrs Minton Writes:

A

s I finally reached my 100km in June running target on Monday, the quote from Nelson
Mandela seems particularly relevant this week! Achievement is sometimes hard to
imagine when we start out on difficult journeys: whether they be in our learning or in
other areas of our life. However, to achieve something that felt impossible at the beginning,
brings about emotions that are hard to put into words at the end. I would encourage our
Lower School pupils to reflect on the last few challenging months and to find at least one
thing that they are proud of whether this be academically or cross-curricular. I know many
M AM
H
L
S
pupils have taken up new hobbies over the last few weeks and have challenged themselves
to develop new skills. Achievement is a very personal thing and what may seem easy to one
person might be incredibly challenging for someone else. It is important to celebrate everyone's success
and as part of the Woldgate community I feel really proud of the way we recognise achievement in all its
forms.
rs

inton

ead of ower chool

With this in mind I would like to recognise some very creative achievements as I once more share some of
our Year 6 Great Woldgate Bake Off entries. They really have been incredible and certainly brighten up my
day when I spot them on the Tranition Twitter feed. Fantastic efforts Year 6; please do keep them coming.
I would encourage Year 6 parents to access our new transition website if you have not already; it includes
a range of resources and videos intended to make the transition from primary to secondary school as
smooth and supported as possible. The website is being added to regularly and it is important that the
Year 6 registration form is completed as well as the uniform ordering form linked to the site. If Year 6
parents need login details to access this site then please email transition@woldgate.net with your child's
name and date of birth.
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UPPER SCHOOL

Mrs Atkinson Writes:

Character

‘The greatest thing we can produce is character. Everything else can be taken from us, but
not our character.’ Henry Ford

M rs I Atkinson

Head of Upper School

L

ife, as we know it, has changed beyond recognition. The last 100 days of lockdown
has really tested every part of our being but what it has also done is to give us the
opportunity to develop in personality, character and intellect. “Miss, so much has
changed, and I worry that I have forgotten what life before March 24th looked like” said one
of the Year 10 pupils on their return to school this week.

It was so lovely to welcome the Year 10 pupils back into school. We reassured them that we were doing
everything possible to keep them safe and would continue to support them with their learning. They were
nervous, as expected, but were soon engaged with the work and having verbal interactions with their
peers and with members of staff.
Pupils have said that, more than ever, their families have had to conform to new rules and do what is
expected of them. They have learnt to be more considerate, responsible and caring. They have had so
many opportunities to be kind, helpful and thankful. Many have understood the extra pressures the
lockdown has brought and have a newfound respect for their families because of the support that they
have provided them during their home learning. Suddenly, our pupils seem so grown-up! As they left the
classroom, with the new norms, they said ‘thank you’ to the members of staff. We were very proud of the
great character that they had shown on their return.
Another great character trait is citizenship, where we can volunteer and help to make our communities,
a better place. We have heard stories where our pupils have been very supportive of others within their
communities and of each other. It makes us so proud to hear about when they have gone out of their
way to support a friend in need. I have recently read with pleasure about how a young footballer, Marcus
Rashford, won a battle to extend a free school meal scheme. He has helped to secure food vouchers for
1.3 million children! He said that he wanted to help, because he knows from his own experience, how
families can struggle to put food on the table. How proud must his family be? Every little thing that you
do, to make someone else’s life a little better, is showing great character.
"Watch your thoughts, they become your words; watch your words, they become your actions; watch your
actions, they become your habits; watch your habits, they become your character; watch your character, it
becomes your destiny." Lao Tzu

Friday 3rd July 2020
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Our bodies and minds are very closely linked, so things that we do to improve our
physical wellbeing can help our mental wellbeing as well.
As parents and carers, we can play a very important role in our child’s health.
How to build your confidence and self-esteem
If you feel like you are always putting yourself down, or feel like you have no confidence you’re not alone
- lots of people feel like this sometimes. But there are lots of ways to boost your confidence and self-esteem:
Bring out the best in you
Self-esteem is how you think and feel about yourself. Being confident means being comfortable with how
you look and how you feel. And it means feeling good about yourself, your abilities and your thoughts.
Sometimes your confidence can go up and down depending on the situation you're in. You might be really
outgoing outside of school but be really shy in class. This is completely normal. Building up your confidence can take time. Taking small steps can often lead to a big change. And you don’t have to do it on your
own.
Act as if you already have confidence
Whenever you wish that you had a certain quality, practise acting ‘as if’ you already had that quality. If you
want to look more confident, practise walking with your head upright or wear a bright colour.
If you're shy, you could talk to someone at school who you haven't spoken to before. These things can
seem scary at first. But after you’ve done it once, you’ll slowly gain the confidence to do it again and eventually, it will come naturally.
Look at yourself differently
No matter how low you feel, try to find one thing that you like about yourself. It could be your hair, your
sense of humour, your excellent taste in music, or your football skills. Once you’ve made that start, you
can begin to think of more things and create a positive image of yourself.
Watch your words
Sometimes the way you say something can make a big difference to how you feel, and what others think
of you. Take a few moments before you answer a question - this can help you feel more confident about
what you're saying.
If you are not sure, ask to repeat the question or say you don't understand. Don't pretend to know. Try
using words like 'yes' and 'no' instead of 'sort of' and 'not really'. This can make you sound clear and confident.
Eat better, feel better
Look after yourself physically. It can really make you more confident. Eating healthily and doing exercise
can make a big difference. Try not to eat a lot of processed food like crisps, chocolate and ready meals.
And don’t drink too much coffee. Instead, choose fresh fruit and vegetables and drink plenty of water. By
looking after yourself this way, you will naturally feel better and have more energy.
Be kind
Help a friend or do a little task without being asked. Phone someone who you haven't spoken to in a while.
Bake a cake or cook a meal for someone. Offer to walk a neighbour's dog or volunteer for a charity. Helping others can make you feel appreciated and valued. Find out more about helping a friend.
Mr L Sloman
Senior Deputy Headteacher
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SIXTH FORM COLLEGE

Mr Hardie Writes:

T

his week I have asked Year 12 students to start writing a first draft of a personal
statement. Their personal statement will be used for applications to universities but
can also be used as part of applications to apprenticeships or employment.

At Woldgate we often talk about great merit, character and value. Merit is defined as
the quality of being particularly good or worthy, so as to deserve praise or reward. Doing
M JH
something that is of great merit isn’t always that easy to achieve but celebrating your own
H
S
F
success when you do something well can be even more challenging. Writing about your own
achievements and successes with pride can often be part of the difficulty in writing a personal statement
because as human beings we are often hesitant to highlight our strengths and ‘sing our own praises’.
r

ead of

ardie

ixth

orm

Often, we believe that others might not want to hear of our success or we remain silent out of a fear of
coming across as big headed or arrogant but in reality, sharing what we’ve done well shows pride and
being able to celebrate acts of great merit with others makes them more enjoyable and allows our selfbelief and confidence to grow. As a school and a community, it is great to be a part of these achievements
and share in their success by supporting others.
There are so many incredible acts of merit that our students have accomplished so, when Year 12 are
writing their personal statements I would encourage them to do so with pride and celebrate acts of great
merit, supporting each other when confidence in personal successes is hard to find.

Lockers
We require lockers to be emptied before the end
of term in order that we can accommodate annual
servicing and are aware that there may be personal
belongings which have been left at school when we
left in March. Therefore all belongings in lockers
have been bagged up, labelled by locker number,
securely stored and will be available for collection
at a prearranged time from Wednesday 8th July .
Please ring the office or email office@woldgate
with the locker number to arrange a collection day/
time. In order for collections to be made safely,
please be aware there will be no access to school.
Please wait outside reception and a member of the
office staff will bring you the correct bag.
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Mrs Geary Writes:

M rs S G eary

Head of Inclusion

D

o you ever wonder what your legacy will be? What will people remember about you
in the future? As teachers we often think about the skills and ideas which we want
pupils to carry with them as they create their own lives beyond school. Our motto that
“Everything you do should be of merit, character and value” is not just valid for the five or
seven years that we are members of the Woldgate School community, but in the wider world
beyond too

One of the legacies which we hope to instil is the love of reading.
As an English teacher, it may seem “second nature” to encourage pupils to find a genre which appeals to
them or to spend time getting to know characters in a book. But many of the staff at Woldgate School can
talk passionately about a novel or non-fiction work which has inspired them. Perhaps during this lockdown
period, you have found time to “get into” a good book which you have been meaning to read for ages.
A lengthy novel can seem a challenge at first, but as you get to know the characters, you journey with
them, understanding their motivations and decisions. Or as Atticus Finch says in To Kill a Mockingbird:
“You never really understand a person until you consider things from his point of view… until you climb in
his skin and walk around in it.”
A much-loved former English and Drama colleague, Julia Pattison has kindly donated her collection of
novels by Charles Dickens to our school library. She hopes that the legacy which was given to her by
her father, the love of discovering Dickens’ wonderful characters and description will inspire our current
pupils to get to love this great author.
Julia writes: My father introduced me to Dickens from early age, and over the years I've thoroughly enjoyed
reading and building up a collection of Dickens' novels. One of my favourite characters is Mr Fezziwig, who
brought such joy to others with his generosity of spirit.
Happy reading everyone!

Julia is pictured holding a copy of ‘A Christmas
Carol’ given to her as a Christmas present many
years ago by her father; a book which she will
always treasure.
We are very grateful to Julia for her very kind gift
and hope that the stories will inspire current and
future of generations of Woldgate School pupils
to discover the love of reading such a great author.
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